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Application Notes

VLAN application
The scenario is, we have three Lynx connected in a ring running FRNT redundancy. The Lynx units are located in the
same subnet and they have IP addresses 192.168.3.200, 192.168.3.201 and 192.168.3.202.
On port 2 of each Lynx there is a PC connected, those PC´s are also located in the same subnet as the switches
and they have IP addresses 192.168.3.100, 192.168.3.201 and 192.168.3.202.
In the firs test we have not set up any VLAN configuration.
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PC 1, 2 and 3 can in this application ping all other units in the network, including the switches.
Now we want to segment this network in to two virtual networks, how do we do that.
First we have to define the rules and regulations:
PC 1 shall be connected to PC 2 but not to PC 3 (blue traffic)
PC 2 shall be connected to PC 1 and PC 3
PC 3 shall be connected to PC 2 but not to PC 1 (green traffic)
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Configuration of the VLAN
Since we need to segment the network into two different VLAN´s and all PC´s is connected to port 2 we only have
to re-configure the settings on port two on each Lynx.
Since the PC´s in this example do not sent Q-tagged data (according to 802.1Q) the switch will add the Q-tag into
the data frame, this frame will then include 1522 bytes instead of 1518. This information will include VLAN identifier
and the priority information, in the example below VLAN Id is 300 and priority level is 3. Q-tagged data will then be
transmitted in the FRNT network. When data is transmitted to the received PC, Lynx then can discharge the Q-tag
then the frame sent to the received PC will include 1518 bytes as for a standard datagram.
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Configuration of switch 1
Port 2 accepts red traffic

VLAN Id 300
for blue traffic

Traffic received on port 2 on switch 1 will have blue traffic stamping. The actual VLAN Id for blue traffic is 300, this is
set in the corresponding field for blue VLAN Id. This switch shall also accept blue traffic received from its own port
and traffic from switch 2, which is transmitting red traffic. This is indicated with the tick-boxes in the configuration
matrix.
Note! The remove tag on the FRNT port shall be deactivated on all ring switches in a VLAN configured network.
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Configuration of switch 2

This switch shall accept blue and green traffic, sent from switch 1 and 3. The traffic received on this port will be
stamped with red traffic, the accepted traffic on this port will therefore be red, blue and green.
Con figuration of switch 3

This switch shall accept red traffic, sent from switch 2. The traffic received on this port will be stamped with green
traffic; the accepted traffic on this port will therefore be red and green.
The FRNT ports (port 7 and 8 in this configuration) all traffic is available, these ports is also referred to VLAN trunk
ports. The colour of these ports is therefore white.
With this configuration:
Computer 1 can ping
- Computer 2

Computer 2 can ping
- Computer 1
- Computer 3

Computer 3 can ping
- Computer 2

If VLAN is configured it is not possible to ping the Lynx switches in the network, the reason is; The switch core of
Lynx is connected to the white VLAN and that can not be accessed from another network. But, if you connect the
PC to port 1 instead you then can ping all switches and you can also ping all other units and if it is necessary reconfigure the network, this is the reason why port 1 is always configured as a white VLAN.
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